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BUTTON OPERATED GEAR SHIFTING IN 2 WHEELERS 

Abstract: 

The recent survey shows that continuous variable transmission (CVT) are in 

demandcompared to the gear featured bikes. CVT’s do not have the concept 

of meshing of gearswhich enhances a smooth ride, but the fuel efficiency is 

comparatively lesser whencompared to the gear featured vehicles.The main 

objective of our project is to automate the gear transmission in a 

gearfeatured bike to ease the driving and also to maintain the efficiency of 

the bike. Thismechanism is used in auto-clutch featured bike to smoothen 

the gear meshing and can beimplemented in clutch featured bike. The aim is 

to develop of automatic transmission systemwhich shifts the gears with 

respect to the speed of the wheel. Simplifying the transmissionand 

improving the fuel economy are the major objectives of our project.This 

technology isimplemented in an auto-clutch featured bike which shifts the 

gears to eliminate the humaninterference and results in easy driving. 

Automation of gears transmission can be achievedby embedded system. 

Embedded system is a special purpose computer system. Embeddedsystem 

is preferable because it can reduce the number of electrical components 

andprobability of failure is minimum. It has easy interfacing. Either a 

microprocessor or amicrocontroller is used in all the embedded systems. 

Microcontroller Atmel 89S52 is used inour project. Suitable software is used 
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to write the assembly level language in themicrocontroller. Embedded ‘C’ 

Language is written and stored in the ROM of themicrocontroller.By 

implementing this system into an auto-clutch feature bike, automatic 

transmissionof gears while driving the motor bike can be achieved. This 

automated transmission can becontrolled by the acceleration, since it is with 

respect to the speed of the bike. The fuelefficiency can be tested after 

fabricating the bike according the above mechanism. 
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